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Although my team I will do everything we can to sell your home quickly, at the highest fair market 
value, and with no hassles, the one thing we can’t control or change is the market.  Even though we 
know how valuable your home is, the value of your home from a selling standpoint will be 
determined solely by the buyers.   
 
We have generated the following to help you better determine if you home is priced correctly.  And 
remember, even if you home is priced correctly today, changes in the market need to be monitored 
and adjusted to make sure that you understand what is happening, so that you can make the 
decisions that are in your best financial interest and that will help you realize your real estate 
objectives as quickly as possible. 
 
 
Stage 1 – “Maybe This Seller Isn’t Serious” 

Symptoms:  No Showings and No Offers.   
The agents and potential buyers are not interested in viewing your home because they believe they 
can buy more for their dollar elsewhere. 

 
 

Stage 2 - “It’s Okay, But I Think I’ll Keep Looking” 
Symptoms:  Either 10-12 Showings and No Offers, or Just a Few Showings.   
The number of showings has slowed downs since the first few weeks on the market, or the home 
has been on the market 4-6 weeks with no offers.   
The potential buyers believe that they can still get more home for the dollar are willing to keep 
looking. 
 
 

Stage 3 – “This is It!” 
Symptoms:  Showings, Second Showings and Offers in the First 4-6 Weeks. 
Congratulations!  We are the level where you want to be.  When we are at this level, we 
should be able to hold within just a few percentage points from where the home is currently 
listed.   
The potential purchasers obviously believe that your home is one of the nicest on the market 
at this time, and that the price supports their belief that this might be their next home!  They 
are ready to buy!  Let’s hope one of them writes an offer!      

 


